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Summary of Findings 

 Twenty of 27 sources think IDEXX Laboratories Inc. (IDXX) is at 

risk of losing at least some of its 70% share of the veterinary 

diagnostic equipment market now that its top distributor, MWI 

Veterinary Supply Inc. (MWIV), is able to supply IDEXX 

competitors‟ products as part of the FTC settlement to restore 

competition to the industry. 

 IDEXX‟s market share loss is expected to take six to 12 months 

to materialize because of clinics‟ loyalty to and familiarity with 

systems already in place. Most sources expect the decline to be 

in the 1% to 5% range, but two cited a potential loss of 10% to 

30%. 

 MWI is considered a low-cost distributor and is expected to see 

its sales and market share increase now that it can represent all 

vet diagnostic manufacturers‟ equipment and supplies. 

 Of the equipment manufacturers, Abaxis Inc. (ABAX) will benefit 

the most from the new, more competitive landscape. Its 

equipment was described as easy to use, accurate and more 

advanced. 

 Pricing of equipment and supplies is expected to decline 

because manufacturers and distributors are advertising and 

discounting more often in order to introduce their products to 

new customers. 

 IDEXX has an excellent reputation and many loyal customers, 

according to 25 of the 27 sources. It should be able to keep 

most of its lead through its high-quality equipment, unique test 

kits, strong customer service, product bundling, volume 

discounts and its Points program. 
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Research Question: 

Is IDEXX’s 70% market share at risk now that an FTC settlement has restored 

competition in the veterinary diagnostic market? 

Silo Summaries 

1) VETERINARY PRACTICES 
Eight of 11 sources said IDEXX‟s market share will not go 

unaffected by the FTC settlement that requires the 

company to alter its distribution agreement with MWI. 

Seven of the eight said the potential loss will be minor 

while the eighth source said the decline could be at least 

30% because of how IDEXX‟s customer service fares 

against smaller companies‟. Nine sources praised IDEXX‟s 

excellent reputation and expect the company to continue 

to prosper. Four expect the FTC ruling to lead to discounts 

and lower prices as competitors try to woo new vet-clinic 

clients. 

 

2) VETERINARY SUPPLY DISTRIBUTORS 
Five of six distributors think IDEXX will suffer at some 

market share erosion as a result of the new distributor 

agreement. Four of those five expect the loss to be 

minimal; the remaining source said the decline could 

reach 10% over the next 12 months. MWI will see its 

share and sales increase because of its expanded 

product line and low-cost reputation in the industry. Of the 

equipment manufacturers, Abaxis will be the most likely 

to take some share, thanks to its highly regarded VetScan 

product. Sources discussed the difficulty that clinics have 

in changing equipment and supply vendors because of 

strong product and system loyalty as well as IDEXX‟s 

product bundling and systems integration. 

 

3) IDEXX COMPETITORS 
All four sources agree that IDEXX is likely to lose some 

market share as a result of the distribution agreement 

change. Two think the decline will be 1% to 2% while two 

others said IDEXX could lose as much as 5% to 10% 

during the next six to 12 months. Changing a clinic‟s 

diagnostic equipment can be difficult because of long 

contracts as well as deep product and service integration. 

IDEXX has maintained a positive image within the 

veterinarian community. Pricing of POC tests and 

equipment is expected to drop as competitors attempt to 

gain share. Three of the four sources expect the negative 

effect on margins to be felt by distributors and not 

manufacturers. 

 

4) INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS 
All six sources agreed that IDEXX has an excellent 

reputation, but they were split on the company‟s level of 

risk from the FTC ruling. Three said IDEXX could lose 

share but only 2% at the most. The other three said IDEXX 

will protect its share through volume price discounts, 

product bundling and increased promotions and 

advertising. 

 

http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/corporate/home.jsf?SSOTOKEN=0
https://www.mwivet.com/default.aspx
https://www.mwivet.com/default.aspx
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2012/12/idexx.shtm
http://www.abaxis.com/index.asp
http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/idexxpoints.jsf
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Background 

Despite IDEXX‟s leading market position in the point-of-care (POC) pet diagnostic test market, sources for Blueshift‟s Jan. 14 

Whisper said the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) complaint could open up industry competition and challenge IDEXX‟s 

existing market share. IDEXX has agreed to release its lead distributor, MWI Veterinary Supply, from an exclusive agreement. 

MWI now will be able to offer equipment and products from IDEXX‟s competitors, which will provide them more access to 

veterinary practices. 

 

 

CURRENT RESEARCH 
In this next study, Blueshift assessed whether IDEXX‟s 70% market share was at risk now that it has agreed to alter its 

exclusive agreement with MWI. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish and interview sources in five 

independent silos: 

1) Veterinary practices (11) 

2) Veterinary supply distributors (6) 

3) Competitors (4) 

4) Industry specialists (6) 

5) Secondary sources (4) 

 

We interviewed 27 primary sources, including two repeat sources, and identified four of the most relevant secondary sources 

focused on the POC animal diagnostic equipment and supply industry.  

 

 

Next Steps 

Blueshift will monitor the POC diagnostic market to see if IDEXX competitors have gained share as a result of the altered 

distribution landscape. We also will monitor equipment and supply pricing and whether manufacturers or distributors are 

more affected by any pricing changes. 

 

 

Silos 

1) VETERINARY PRACTICES 
Eight of 11 sources said IDEXX‟s market share will not go unaffected by the FTC settlement that requires the company to alter 

its distribution agreement with MWI. Seven of the eight said the potential loss will be minor while the eighth source said the 

decline could be at least 30% because of how IDEXX‟s customer service fares against smaller companies‟. Nine sources 

praised IDEXX‟s excellent reputation and expect the company to continue to prosper. Four expect the FTC ruling to lead to 

discounts and lower prices as competitors try to woo new vet-clinic clients. 

 

 Associate veterinarian at a companion animal hospital in the Northeast; repeat 

source 

This source said her hospital has always been able to buy competing products 

and that the FTC complaint will not hurt IDEXX. The hospital will continue to buy 

certain IDEXX POC tests because the company has a good reputation for 

support and makes several key tests. Some IDEXX competitors could get a 

short-term boost if distributors begin offering discounts on new tests to get 

hospitals to try them. 

 “I don‟t think IDEXX‟s market share will be affected much by the FTC 

ruling because their relationship with distributors was not stopping us 

from buying competing products in the first place.” 

I don‟t think IDEXX‟s market 

share will be affected much by 

the FTC ruling because their 

relationship with distributors 

was not stopping us from 

buying competing products in 

the first place. 

Associate Veterinarian  

Companion Nnimal Hospital, Northeast 

http://www.bizjournals.com/boston/blog/bioflash/2012/12/idexx-drops-exclusive-distribution.html?page=all
http://www.veterinarypracticenews.com/vet-breaking-news/2013/01/14/idexx-distributor-mwi-to-carry-competing-products.aspx
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 “We will continue to purchase IDEXX SNAP tests [regardless of the FTC ruling]. A change in distributor 

relationships for IDEXX won‟t have any effect on our hospital. If we wanted another brand of POC testing, it is 

straightforward to go to a different distributor. Veterinary hospitals are not tied to purchasing products from a 

single distributor or vendor.” 

 “I have not seen any change in our practice‟s prices due to the FTC ruling.” 

 “Small veterinary hospitals like ours do not tend to have enough purchasing power to get large, discounted 

contracts with certain distributors. Therefore, we can change whom we purchase from easily. For the large 

veterinary companies that own multiple practices, they may have signed contracts with certain distributors to 

take advantage of bulk discounts. If that is the case, then there may be more distributor loyalty.” 

 “We do not carry POC diagnostic testing equipment from any other providers. In some cases, IDEXX is the only 

provider for certain tests, such as POC SNAP tests for Lyme disease in dogs.” 

 “IDEXX has a reputation for good technical support and services. They have the patent on several POC tests 

such as canine pancreatic lipase tests and SNAP 4Dx, so there are no alternative products to compete.” 

 “I don‟t know of any specific company who will gain market share [as a result of the FTC ruling], but I suspect 

there could be some initial benefit to IDEXX competitors if the main veterinary distributors start carrying new 

products with special deals to promote them. Monthly specials are often taken advantage of by small veterinary 

hospitals.” 

 

 Veterinarian and owner of a midsize vet office in Maryland 

IDEXX‟s market share loss will be limited to a few percentage points and will not occur for at least six months because 

vets reportedly are slow to change. This source regards IDEXX highly and has been satisfied with its Cornerstone 

software, SNAP tests and chemistry equipment. His office likely will test competitors‟ products if significant savings are 

offered, but competitors also will need to match IDEXX‟s Points system. 

 “I really don‟t think [share loss] will be significant. IDEXX is so huge. We 

use their digital radiography and their computer software, and they 

handle a huge amount of tests.” 

 “Any loss wouldn‟t be anytime soon—six months or longer. Vets as a 

habit don‟t like change. … Like most people, they get into a routine. … 

In our office, it‟s the techs who do the ordering.” 

 “IDEXX is a phenomenal company. We have their Cornerstone software 

and a lot of their in-house products. There are some things from Heska, 

where they‟re trying to get into that market, that are also good. But now 

I understand why our distributors were only offering IDEXX.” 

 “I‟m for free enterprise, and I was surprised IDEXX was doing [the 

exclusive agreements]. They have been trying to get into the outsourced test market, and they were upset [VCA] 

Antech [Inc./WOOF] was doing the same thing in that market. They were complaining and yet doing the same 

thing in the in-house market.” 

 “IDEXX cost is not bad, but if they‟re getting competition, they might have to lower some of their prices.” 

 “If MWI came in and said Heska [Corp./HSKA] is offering 50% off a similar product, we would buy a box or two to 

try it out.” 

 “IDEXX has really refined the technology in the kits we‟re using. I‟m sure Heska will be marketing similar 

products. But there‟s also IDEXX‟s point system. The more products you buy, the more points you get toward 

buying more products later. It‟s an incentive program. Heska has a heartworm test too, so you have to see if it‟s 

cheaper. But we also get so much incentive with IDEXX so it can‟t just be a cheaper product. Others would have 

to come up with a similar system. IDEXX dangles carrots in front of your nose.” 

 “IDEXX has a huge part of the market. Their reps are always very friendly and not pushing their products like 

other reps do.” 

 

 Manager of a midsize vet center in Texas 

This source was unaware of the FTC settlement, which she said may end up affecting IDEXX‟s market share but not her 

own practice. She uses IDEXX SNAP tests and praised the company, but said VCA Antech is her primary provider and may 

gain share in the future. IDEXX‟s lack of integration with other company products has been a weakness. 

 “I haven‟t heard about the FTC settlement.” 

Any loss wouldn‟t be anytime 

soon—six months or longer. 

Vets as a habit don‟t like 

change. … Like most people, 

they get into a routine. 

Veterinarian & Owner  

Midsize Vet Office, Maryland 

http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/inhouse/snap-in-house-tests.jsf
http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/inhouse/snap/cpl.jsf
http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/inhouse/snap/4dx.jsf
http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/practice-management/practice-management-systems.jsf
http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/practice-management/practice-management-systems.jsf
http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/idexxpoints.jsf?SSOTOKEN=0
http://www.vcaantech.com/
http://www.vcaantech.com/
http://www.heska.com/
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 “I would assume it might affect their market share. … I don‟t think it will make a difference in us getting 

products. We use one main distributor, but for a few things they don‟t carry, we go elsewhere.” 

 “We use some of the IDEXX SNAP tests—their heartworm and their feline leukemia tests. But we mostly use 

Antech; we have for many years.” 

 “I think IDEXX has a lot of strengths. They‟re a huge company. They provide a lot of services and products. But, 

as I understand it, some of their products will not integrate with other companies‟ products. That‟s one of their 

downfalls.” 

 “IDEXX is pretty competitive price-wise. They‟re willing to compete with other companies.” 

 

 Chief technician of 24-hour vet center in California 

IDEXX‟s share loss will be minimal to none. This center uses some IDEXX SNAP 

tests but has switched to Heska for most other products. The source does not 

expect the center‟s purchasing to change because technical support, accuracy 

and cost are all important considerations. She also minimized the importance of 

distributors. 

 “I doubt they will lose market share. I don‟t think [the FTC ruling] makes 

a difference. What is important is what is it costing your average 

veterinarian. Every single day, prices go up dramatically. We pay so 

many fees.” 

 “We used some IDEXX in the hospital, but we went over to Heska. 

IDEXX‟s chemistry test was very efficient and accurate, but we needed 

a system where we could put all the results in our computer system.” 

 “I don‟t think having a monopoly or not is important in what I purchase. 

I want to know whether it‟s accurate, what‟s the price, what‟s the maintenance. What‟s important is the 

technical support. … When you have a problem, will they be available? The support to the clinician is the most 

important.” 

 “We do use IDEXX occasionally. They make a lot of SNAP tests, and we use them in the lab. Their PARVO test has 

never been challenged.” 

 

 Manager of an equine veterinary practice in Southern California 

Abaxis will claim the most share from IDEXX under the new distribution agreements. The practice‟s MWI sales rep now 

offers Abaxis and Heska products. Although the source does not plan to abandon the few IDEXX products she uses, she 

will buy more Heska and Abaxis products through MWI to save freight charges. Veterinary practices are focused on 

savings. 

 “Our MWI rep was saying they carry all the Abaxis products as well as 

Heska because IDEXX no longer has a monopoly.” 

 “It will be good for us with our Heska and Abaxis prices because we 

won‟t have to pay for freight from the companies. It depends on 

whether it‟s „cold-shipped‟ and whether we need it the next day, but it 

would save us up to $50 a shipment. That can have a huge impact.” 

 “We don‟t have that many IDEXX products, and it won‟t impact those. 

We use Antech for our blood work.” 

 “Everyone is financially based these days on whoever has the best 

prices. I don‟t think brand loyalty plays a role unless it‟s due to quality.” 

 “IDEXX has a good reputation. I think their share is mostly small animals, not large animals like our practice.” 

 “Abaxis stands to gain most. Antech is ahead of the ball and has so many partnerships that have helped them 

out.” 

 “Financially, I think this year will be an improvement over last year. … I‟m not so sure about 2014.” 

 

 Veterinarian and owner of a large Southern California practice 

This practice uses products from both IDEXX and Antech. The source was unaware of the FTC ruling, but believes IDEXX 

must be worried because MWI is a sizable distributor. The POC diagnostics business is very competitive, and IDEXX‟s 

focus is primarily on the East Coast. He is happy with IDEXX‟s products and services, and said the company does not 

I doubt they will lose market 

share. I don‟t think [the FTC 

ruling] makes a difference. 

What is important is what is it 

costing your average 

veterinarian. Every single day, 

prices go up dramatically. 

Chief Technician  

24-hour Vet center, California 

Abaxis stands to gain most. 

Antech is ahead of the ball and 

has so many partnerships that 

have helped them out. 

Manager, Equine Veterinary Practice  

Southern California 

http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/inhouse/snap/parvo.jsf
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have any weaknesses. In general, veterinary products are becoming more expensive, and salespeople are quite 

aggressive. 

 “IDEXX is probably concerned. MWI is a very large company, and if that company is able to sell competing 

products now, it will affect IDEXX‟s bottom line.” 

 “We use IDEXX. There are only a handful of POC diagnostics firms, and IDEXX is the well-known one out there. 

Their in-house lab and testing are something we use every day.” 

 “It is a very competitive market. We do not use IDEXX for outside lab services. We got a very good offer from 

Antech, so it is whoever gives a better bargain.” 

 “We use the [IDEXX] SNAP test. My veterinary friend is all in with IDEXX, 

and she has got the whole package.” 

 “IDEXX stopped coming around at a certain point because I was not 

willing to go much further. You can buy software packages and 

hardware, and spend as much as you want.” 

 “I do not really think that IDEXX has any weaknesses. I do not have 

negative impression of the company at all. As a business owner, I know 

these outside labs are very competitive, and I know that IDEXX and 

Antech are going after each other. IDEXX has been very receptive to 

answer our needs, and we use them for outside radiology services. It 

has been pretty seamless. I never had a bad experience with the 

company at all. The salespeople can be fairly aggressive, but that is not just with IDEXX.” 

 “I am not indebted to them at all. I do use them not because it is the „IDEXX‟ name but only because they are 

products that are useful in my clinic. I did sign a contract with Antech, and my friend signed a contract with 

IDEXX.” 

 “IDEXX does not have an huge presence on the West Coast. They do on the East Coast. … Their sales force in 

Southern California is not very strong. Antech is really the major force.” 

 “I am not really aware of [the FTC ruling]. I probably do not do enough business [with IDEXX]. I have been able to 

purchase the tests that I need, so I was not aware that there was a legal thing going on. I am not surprised, but I 

do not have any negative thoughts about the company. They appear to provide a pretty good service.” 

 “From a small business owner‟s point of view, you are most concerned and conscious of what the bottom line is. 

And prices are going up for everything. It is assumed that there will be some price increase, but it seems like in 

the past year everything has gone up.” 

 

 Manager of a veterinary diagnostics lab in Alberta, Canada 

IDEXX‟s market share could plummet at least 30% following the FTC ruling. Veterinarians should benefit from better 

prices and likely will be open to competitors‟ products. IDEXX‟s customer service is lacking in comparison to smaller 

companies, and its testing times can be too long. This source also questioned the quality assurance on IDEXX‟s ELISA 

kits. On a positive note, IDEXX does leading research for new testing methods. 

 “IDEXX‟s market share could drop at least 30%.” 

 “The FTC ruling will be better for prices to the consumer.” 

 “IDEXX is large, and customer service is not as good as with other smaller companies. I have phoned for results 

or kits, and it takes awhile to get the answers I require. Testing time is too long for some tests.” 

 “IDEXX‟s weaknesses include quality assurance on their ELISA kits. The kits do not always give good 

reproducible results—i.e., the standard deviation between wells is too high and also the expiry on kits is too 

short. The company‟s strengths are its leading research for new testing methods.” 

 “I think veterinarians will be open to new products as there are some better kits out there.” 

 “It will not be difficult at all now for IDEXX customers to secure new testing equipment and services.” 

 

 Veterinarian and oncology specialist in Michigan 

The source‟s practice has purchased some IDEXX tests, which she found to be helpful, and one of her offices has 

purchased a chemistry analyzer. She praised IDEXX‟s product quality, and said her practice will continue to buy its 

products. She was unaware of the FTC ruling, but does not think it will greatly affect IDEXX‟s market share. Antech could 

benefit from any drop in share by IDEXX. 

IDEXX is probably concerned. 

MWI is a very large company, 

and if that company is able to 

sell competing products now, it 

will affect IDEXX‟s bottom line. 

Veterinarian & Owner  

Large Southern California Practice 

http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/livestock-poultry/elisa-technology.jsf
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 “I do not think the FTC ruling will affect IDEXX‟s market share. I did not realize their market share was that high 

[70%], but it would be hard for any company to keep that type of market share long-term with the digital age and 

the development of so many small companies that service specific areas.” 

 “IDEXX could lose likely less than 5% [share] in six months to a year.” 

 “Antech/VCA stands to gain share as a result of the FTC ruling.” 

 “IDEXX is a good nationwide supplier of veterinary services. There is quality connected with their name, and I like 

the quick connection to Cornerstone that we use in the office.” 

 “We will continue to buy IDEXX products. They are a quality-driven company.” 

 

 Veterinarian in Northern California; repeat source 

This source tried other brands but then returned to IDEXX because of its support 

and products. Thus, he does not think IDEXX will lose much, if any, share 

following the FTC ruling. 

 “IDEXX has better support and products and has more business 

because of it. I do not think they will lose market share. If they lose any 

market share, it will be about 5%.” 

 “All other [competitors] will share what is left over if IDEXX loses share. 

We have used Abaxis and Antech, and went back to IDEXX.” 

 “We have blood chemistry, CBC [complete blood count], electrolyte 

equipment from IDEXX.” 

 “IDEXX has always provided great technical support and is willing to 

ship loaners to cover machines if needed. Like any big business, 

answers or solutions sometime take too long for a busy practitioner in 

need of their machine.” 

 “We will stay with IDEXX despite the FTC ruling and distributor change.” 

 

 Assistant professor at a major East Coast university veterinary school 

The source‟s toxicology lab does not use IDEXX products, but she was familiar with the brand. IDEXX is particularly strong 

in public relations, but its reference laboratories‟ rapid turnarounds could compromise outcomes. She believes state and 

university veterinary diagnostic centers can better serve veterinarians. She said the FTC ruling could significantly affect 

prices of POC and other equipment. 

 “IDEXX‟s main strength is in public relations. They do a great job getting their message out to veterinarians and 

making sample submissions simple. My major worry is about their reference laboratories, and that they are 

rapid turnaround at the expense of service. Additionally, they use our lab as a referral sometimes, which takes 

our specialists out of the loop with the veterinarian. I cannot easily call their DVM.” 

 “State and university veterinary diagnostic centers are better able to serve veterinarians than IDEXX.” 

 “I hope that state and university laboratories benefit from the increased competition.” 

 “The FTC ruling will be the major significant impact on the prices of POC diagnostic equipment.” 

 

 Veterinarian and owner of a 24-hour surgical facility in Southern California 

This source reported being frustrated and dissatisfied with IDEXX. She has owned several pieces of expensive IDEXX 

equipment, and each piece has come with its own set of problems. Her CBC analyzer was inaccurate, and IDEXX refused 

to refund her for the $17,000 machine. The electrolyte machine worked but cost too much to maintain, a factor IDEXX 

did not explain upfront. Finally, her IDEXX chemical analyzer machine needs a new filter, which costs $3,500. She said 

IDEXX‟s share will indeed drop because she is not the only vet who is unhappy with its products and services. She plans 

to buy more Abaxis machines. She also said IDEXX tends to cater to larger vet hospitals even though many smaller 

hospitals also could use its equipment. 

 “IDEXX‟s market share is at risk. I am sure I am not the only one who is unhappy with them. They have really 

tried to make up for it, showing up at the door. I do not have anything to say to them as they will not give me 

what I need, which is the money for that machine.” 

 “The reason I got the IDEXX equipment is I had used it, and everyone I have hired had used it.” 

 “I have purchased IDEXX POC testing equipment and supplies, to do in-house lab work.” 

IDEXX has better support and 

products and has more 

business because of it. I do not 

think they will lose market 

share. If they lose any market 

share, it will be about 5%. … All 

other [competitors] will share 

what is left over if IDEXX loses 

share. We have used Abaxis 

and Antech, and went back to 

IDEXX. 

Veterinarian, Northern California 
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 “The CBC machine did not work. It was totally inaccurate, and I did not 

know it until I compared it with their own lab that they have [here], and 

the lab work did not match. IDEXX sent me a replacement three times, 

but they replaced it with the same piece of equipment.” 

 “I told IDEXX I wanted to take the CBC machine back. They would not 

give me my money back; they gave me $3,000 for it. I have argued and 

argued for two years, and we are still arguing.” 

 “I think [IDEXX‟s market share] will steadily go down unless things 

change, meaning the equipment they have works better. They have 

made that equipment for big hospitals. But there are still a lot of little 

hospitals that cannot afford to buy that hospital equipment. They 

cannot just market to big hospitals.” 

 “I replaced the CBC with an Abaxis machine, and that works fine.” 

 “I am very open to getting an Abaxis chemistry analyzer.” 

 “The one from IDEXX still uses DOS on the screen—1980s technology. I would have to run 25 panels a day for 

this to be affordable, and that is not happening.” 

 “Abaxis is a newer company, and they make equipment to do the same thing but is made differently. They send 

a representative here to „hold my hand.‟ It is so incredibly easy to use the equipment. You hit the big button that 

says „start.‟” 

 “I stopped using [IDEXX‟s] outside labs and switched to a different outside lab.” 

 “I used to go to two different hospitals and do relief work. … [These] hospitals … got away from IDEXX.” 

 “Abaxis would be one [to gain market share at the expense of IDEXX], but there are lots of companies. Abaxis is 

growing. Heska is another company. I have been very pleased with [Abaxis‟] service.” 

 

 

2) VETERINARY SUPPLY DISTRIBUTORS 
Five of six distributors think IDEXX will suffer at some market share erosion as a result of the new distributor agreement. Four 

of those five expect the loss to be minimal; the remaining source said the decline could reach 10% over the next 12 months. 

MWI will see its share and sales increase because of its expanded product line and low-cost reputation in the industry. Of the 

equipment manufacturers, Abaxis will be the most likely to take some share, thanks to its highly regarded VetScan product. 

Sources discussed the difficulty that clinics have in changing equipment and supply vendors because of strong product and 

system loyalty as well as IDEXX‟s product bundling and systems integration. 

 

 Sales manager for a veterinary diagnostics company 

The initial market impact will be negligible, but IDEXX‟s market share could erode 5% within three quarters and perhaps 

10% within the year. Even MWI reps‟ loyalty to IDEXX is expected to erode. MWI clearly benefits from the FTC ruling as it 

will be able to offer a broader product line. The immediate effect on MWI will be in consumable sales for existing non-

IDEXX systems that it previously was unable to sell or service. Other distributors will view MWI as a greater threat. 

 “The market effect in the first quarter of MWI‟s new inclusive contract 

will be negligible. Much of the sales success with distributor reps 

depends on the quality of the relationship. It will take some time for 

MWI reps to become comfortable with the new lines and manufacturer 

reps.” 

 “Within two to three quarters, if the manufacturers do a good job with 

MWI, the effect of this new distribution channel will begin to take effect. 

IDEXX could potentially lose as much as 5% of their market share within 

three quarters and perhaps 10% within a year.” 

 “System bundling remains a strength for IDEXX. In some instances, 

clinics will remain in contract with IDEXX for the full package of 

offerings although they dislike the diagnostic equipment. If it were not 

for this bundling advantage, IDEXX might lose 15% or more of their 

market within the first year.” 

IDEXX‟s market share is at risk. 

I am sure I am not the only one 

who is unhappy with them. 

They have really tried to make 

up for it, showing up at the 

door. I do not have anything to 

say to them. 

Veterinarian & Owner  

24-hour Surgical Facility  

 Southern California 

Within two to three quarters, if 

the manufacturers do a good 

job with MWI, the effect of this 

new distribution channel will 

begin to take effect. IDEXX 

could potentially lose as much 

as 5% of their market share 

within three quarters and 

perhaps 10% within a year. 

Sales Manager  

Veterinary Diagnostics Company 

http://www.abaxis.com/veterinary/products/vs2.html
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 “Some of the MWI reps will undoubtedly remain loyal to IDEXX, at least in the beginning. IDEXX treats high-

performing distributor reps quite well. But once they begin to experience the financial impact, appreciate the 

benefits of the competing systems and build relationships with the other manufacturers, that loyalty will erode.” 

 “MWI really benefits. Now their reps can go into virtually any clinic and serve them.” 

 “Other distributors are unhappy with MWI‟s new arrangement. They understand that MWI is now a greater 

competitive threat.” 

 

 Veterinary sales professional with extensive experience with both distributors and OEMs 

IDEXX is unlikely to suffer from the new nonexclusive arrangement with MWI, but MWI will benefit from a large increase in 

disposable sales for existing VetScan units. These new consumable sales will shift from another distributor to MWI as a 

result of the latter‟s lower pricing. Of the manufacturers, Abaxis will benefit most thanks to its VetScan sales, but the 

overall sales increase likely will not be more than a few percentage points. 

 “If IDEXX does not try to punish MWI and continues to support them and provide good service, there will be very 

little impact on IDEXX sales and market share.” 

 “The IDEXX [SNAP] tests are great. They were first to market and are very well regarded. The competition will 

have difficulty shifting market share away from IDEXX, regardless of the additional distribution channel.” 

 “There may be some small loss of new equipment sales that might otherwise have gone to IDEXX, and now will 

go to Abaxis or Heska. But the overall effect will be minimal.” 

 “Clinics that use the whole IDEXX package are unlikely to make any changes just because MWI has a broader 

product line.” 

 “Any equipment loss IDEXX experiences will be through conversion to the much smaller and simple-to-operate 

VetScan chemistry unit. In some cases, clinics may opt to purchase a VetScan as a supplemental system. In that 

case, IDEXX may simply lose some percentage of their consumable sales.” 

 “The greatest interest for the MWI reps will be with the [Abaxis] VetScan. It is something new and different to 

talk about, and it is a good piece of equipment.” 

 “Abaxis will see the greatest impact, but I do not imagine it would be more than an increase of a few percentage 

points per quarter.” 

 “The whole IDEXX monopoly has always been an issue for distributors. For that reason, IDEXX is held in 

something of a dark light. Every distributor would like to carry every product. This way, they can satisfy all of their 

clients‟ needs.” 

 “Just the ability to sell the VetScan rotors will help distributor reps to better serve their clients. This will be new 

business for MWI but not for Abaxis. The new MWI rotor sales, for existing VetScan units, were shifted away from 

another distributor.” 

 “MWI will get a ton of rotor sales. They are typically the lowest [retail] priced distributor, so clinics will naturally 

order from the lower-priced provider.”  

 

 Veterinary practice management consultant with extensive distribution experience 

The new MWI contract will not significantly affect market share or sales for IDEXX 

or any other manufacturer. Pricing is unlikely to erode but rather will maintain its 

competitive nature. MWI will be the big winner because it is viewed as the low-

price distributor. 

 “I cannot see any great changes resulting from the new MWI contract. 

Most veterinarians buy from multiple distributors. If they want a specific 

system or a piece of equipment, they will purchase it from the 

distributor that carries it. Veterinarians do not buy things just because a 

certain distributor carries it.” 

 “The new contract will not result in market share shifts or and 

significant price erosion.” 

 “MWI will now have the ability to sell it all. The broader product line 

allows them to better serve their clients. But the share that IDEXX owns 

versus Abaxis or Heska will likely remain at the status quo.” 

 “There is already some level of price competition between the 

manufacturers, but I do not see prices being impacted by the change at 

MWI.” 

MWI is universally understood 

to be the low-price provider. For 

probably 85% of all veterinary 

products, MWI will have a 

better price than their 

competitors. Because of this, 

MWI is likely to gain a lot of 

business that was being served 

by competitive, higher-priced 

distributors. 

Veterinary Practice Management 

Consultant 
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 “Veterinarians will appreciate the fact that MWI has a larger menu. They are much happier when they can place 

their entire order with a single distributor.” 

 “MWI is universally understood to be the low-price provider. For probably 85% of all veterinary products, MWI will 

have a better price than their competitors. Because of this, MWI is likely to gain a lot of business that was being 

served by competitive, higher-priced distributors.” 

 

 Manager for a national animal health products distribution company 

IDEXX likely will lose slight market share to Abaxis and possibly to Heska. Distributors with more competitive products 

may take business from the smaller distributors. This source had not heard any talk about pricing effects from the 

distributor changes. 

 “Market share might tick down some, but I don‟t have any idea how much.” 

 “Those companies that have access to more competitive products, that‟s always in the back of our minds since 

we serve the same geographies and want to take some business from us. We just have to deal with that.” 

 “IDEXX is a huge company, and they have good products.” 

 “There are obviously some folks who try other products from time to time. But for most if they use one thing, 

they stick to it.” 

 

 Marketing director for a small distributor company 

The outcome of the FTC ruling is too early to predict. Any effects will take at least six months to emerge and likely will be 

minimal because of customer loyalty. 

 “The FTC decision is significant, but we don‟t know the outcome yet. We don‟t know yet what those companies 

will offer. Time will tell. I‟m only aware of the Heska deal [with MWI]. I haven‟t heard of any others, but it‟s only 

based on what I‟ve read. The significance will depend on what the companies decide to sell, how those products 

compete with IDEXX. And it depends on the actions of the vets and whether that affects sales long term.” 

 “We won‟t know for six months to a year. Conversion doesn‟t happen overnight. It takes time to convert 

customers. 

 “I‟m sure veterinarians will be open to new product. But a lot of vets are very brand-loyal.” 

 “IDEXX has a good products. They market very well, and everybody is very familiar with their products. I don‟t 

know of any major weaknesses.” 

 “It could change pricing, but probably not. I don‟t think it will change things that much.” 

 

 Sales representative for a veterinary supply distributor 

IDEXX is unlikely to suffer a significant effect from the new MWI contract. The market as a whole for new diagnostic 

systems likely will expand simply because of the focus on this topic. Bundling and systems integration are IDEXX‟s 

strengths, and its Cornerstone software will be difficult to displace. MWI is likely to gain from shifted VetScan rotor sales. 

 “I do not think the new MWI contract will hurt IDEXX. I do not think market share will shift much at all.” 

 “Bundling and integrating systems are probably IDEXX‟s biggest advantages. Integration is key for clinics for 

efficient patient management. And once everything is integrated, it is that much more difficult to change. It will 

be very difficult for a competitor to leapfrog Cornerstone.” 

 “Even with all the exclusive distributor relationships IDEXX has had in the past, Abaxis was still successful. They 

will continue to grow from their own efforts.” 

 “Any time there is more competition and more awareness in the industry, the category increases as a whole. 

With IDEXX and diagnostics being in the news, sales for all systems are likely to increase just because more vets 

are talking about it. Hot topics lead to larger markets.” 

 “Digital radiography is an example of how a market can expand due to increased competition, promotional 

activity and overall awareness. All of the chatter acts as a snowball effect. Prior to the big radiography wars, I 

sold maybe one system per quarter. With all the noise in the market, I averaged four to five units per quarter last 

year. Potentially, the industry could see a similar increase with all the news surrounding diagnostics.” 

 “I view distribution sales as a consultative role. I help educate the clinics on the available products with the goal 

of matching their needs with the best system. Having a large product offering allows me to do a better job.” 

 “The Abaxis rotor consumable business will shift to MWI in some cases, just because it is more convenient for 

clinics to purchase as much as possible from a single distributor.” 

 

 

http://www.heska.com/About-Heska/Press-Center/Heska-Enters-Distribution-Agreement-with-MWI-Veter.aspx
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3) IDEXX COMPETITORS 
All four sources agree that IDEXX is likely to lose some market share as a result of the distribution agreement change. Two 

think the decline will be 1% to 2% while two others said IDEXX could lose as much as 5% to 10% during the next six to 12 

months. Changing a clinic‟s diagnostic equipment can be difficult because of long contracts as well as deep product and 

service integration. IDEXX has maintained a positive image within the veterinarian community. Pricing of POC tests and 

equipment is expected to drop as competitors attempt to gain share. Three of the four sources expect the negative effect on 

margins to be felt by distributors and not manufacturers. 

 

 Veterinary health executive with significant diagnostics experience 

Any negative effect on IDEXX will be negligible because the company is well established and respected by veterinarians. 

Price erosion may take place between Abaxis and Heska, but IDEXX is less likely to engage in a price war. The availability 

of competitive products does not necessarily equate to MWI actively promoting them. Paterson Companies Inc.‟s (PDCO) 

Patterson Veterinary Supply (formerly Webster Veterinary Supply) and Henry Schein Inc.‟s (HSIC) Butler Schein Animal 

Health Inc. will perceive MWI as an even greater competitive threat and may promote IDEXX products as a result. 

 “I cannot imagine the impact to IDEXX to anything above negligible in three to six months.” 

 “Abaxis and Heska may reduce prices to gain new system penetration, 

but it is questionable whether IDEXX will follow suit. IDEXX has a strong 

hold on clinics. Shifting equipment brands is difficult. I suspect any 

price erosion would be limited to 1 to 2 percentage points for Abaxis 

and Heska only.” 

 “I do not believe the new MWI distribution arrangement will change 

attitudes or affect market share to any significant degree. The 

dominance of IDEXX is not simply a result of distribution exclusivity. 

IDEXX is still perceived to be the safe choice.” 

 “IDEXX has a vested interest in supporting MWI to the max. They will be 

motivated to stay close.” 

 “Butler and Webster will now perceive MWI as an even greater threat. They will push IDEXX even harder.” 

 “In terms of overall new equipment sales, Abaxis and IDEXX will now have a more even playing field. They may 

choose to offer more incentives and rebate programs that could slow down IDEXX‟s new clinic expansion.” 

 “Any positive impact is more likely to be enjoyed by Abaxis. Abaxis has a better reputation, the VetScan system 

has mastered simplicity, and they have already begun to build critical mass.” 

 “The bottom line is that the veterinarian will ultimately choose which system works best for their needs. The 

large IDEXX market share is meaningful to them. They are comfortable with that brand.” 

 “IDEXX is so big that it becomes difficult to provide consistently good service. This is an area where the smaller 

competitors could begin to shift attitudes.” 

 “Distributor reps will not necessarily jump on a new product. They follow the dollars and can have some level of 

brand loyalty. Just because MWI is now allowed to stock competitive products does not necessarily mean these 

new products will be embraced with open arms.” 

 “The supply of consumables, including the VetScan rotors, will remain steady, but the distribution channel will 

shift. MWI will start fulfilling orders that were previously serviced by their competitors.” 

 

 Trained veterinary technologist with a decade of experience in veterinary POC diagnostics sales management 

Any share loss that IDEXX experiences will be slight. MWI will be the biggest winner because it will have a broader product 

line. Pricing may erode as much as 5% at the clinic level, but this most likely will be a function of distributors‟ set retail 

prices rather than a pricing shift at the manufacturer level. 

 “IDEXX may lose a little bit of new business as a result of the new MWI contract, but it will be negligible. IDEXX 

clinics are well established; it will be difficult to convert them to a new diagnostic provider.” 

 “It is true that IDEXX is perceived as something of a bully in the industry, but this perception does not really 

translate at the veterinarian/clinic level.” 

 “The MWI reps will really appreciate having a larger product line and being able to offer their clinics more 

choices. I imagine MWI is ecstatic that they have more options.” 

 “The big winner will be MWI. They can now sell the VetScan consumables to existing Abaxis customers.” 

Butler and Webster will now 

perceive MWI as an even 

greater threat. They will push 

IDEXX even harder. 

Veterinary Health Executive  

Significant Diagnostics Experience 

http://www.pattersoncompanies.com/CompanyOverview
http://www.pattersonvet.com/
http://www.benzinga.com/news/12/12/3201109/pattersons-webster-vet-supply-unit-to-be-renamed-patterson-veterinary-supply
http://www.butlerschein.com/
http://www.butlerschein.com/
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 “There may be some price erosion at the clinic level. MWI is known as a low-price provider. It is possible prices 

may fall as much as 5% at the clinic level. But this is likely to be a function of margin loss at the distributor level, 

rather than a price war at the manufacturer level.” 

 

 Executive at a veterinary diagnostics company 

IDEXX‟s share could fall as much as 10% within a year if other manufacturers 

build strong relationships within the MWI network. Abaxis is positioned to gain 

the most from the MWI distribution channel as a result of quality products, a 

broad portfolio, and a large professional sales team. IDEXX‟s strength lies in its 

broad product offering, but this advantage will diminish over time as new 

competitive products enter the market. 

 “It is possible that IDEXX could see a 1% to 2% negative impact in the 

first 90 days and as much as a 10% reduction in market share over the 

course of a year. If it were not for their dominant practice management 

software program and digital radiography offering, the diagnostics hit 

could reach 15% in 12 months.” 

 “The net effect of the new MWI contract will depend on how [other] 

manufacturers execute within the MWI network. The company that 

builds the strongest relationship could have a significant impact.” 

 “If one of the IDEXX competitors can drive a wedge between MWI and 

IDEXX … IDEXX could potentially suffer significant losses within six 

months. But based on current market share, the positive impact to the 

successful competitor will be much more significant than any loss to 

IDEXX.” 

 “Abaxis is well positioned to make the most gains. It has always been positioned as a better-quality product at a 

lower price. Although Heska may make some gains, Abaxis has a broader portfolio and a larger professional 

sales team.” 

 “Manufacturer profit margins were impacted as a result of the new distribution arrangement, but it has already 

happened.” 

 “IDEXX has a very broad portfolio. This is their biggest advantage. But this influence will diminish over time as 

competitors introduce new products.” 

 

 Account executive for a reference laboratory 

IDEXX likely will experience pricing pressure and lose up to 5% in share in six to 12 months. The share loss could be even 

higher if other distributors join MWI in offering competitor products. Some vets will make the switch but also will need to 

consider IDEXX‟s bundling incentives and point system. This source considers IDEXX a strong company. 

 “I‟m just aware of MWI carrying other competitor products, and if so, I think it will be a small dent, several 

percentage points, up to 5% six months to a year from now. If the others join in and IDEXX no longer has the 

exclusive agreement, that share loss could be more.” 

 “Some [competitors] are more affected than others. People really 

affected are the distributors and direct competitors, who are excited 

because they finally have an opportunity to have their products 

represented by the distributors. I have heard they expect distributors‟ 

sales rep commissions rates to come down.” 

 “Distributors are very open to offering other products. I think the vet 

community will be open as well. My clients have told me they‟re 

hesitant to buy all products from one company. They do like some 

diversity in products.” 

 “One of IDEXX‟s popular programs is to bundle all of their offerings … 

and bundling reference labs into that. We tend to lose because they 

have all those segments to do this bundled deal. … With their rebate 

point system, it depends on how much you purchase.” 

 “It will be interesting to see the extent vet offices will make that switch. 

Heska also has a rebate system. It will be incumbent on them to 

It is possible that IDEXX could 

see a 1% to 2% negative 

impact in the first 90 days and 

as much as a 10% reduction in 

market share over the course 

of a year. If it were not for their 

dominant practice 

management software program 

and digital radiography offering, 

the diagnostics hit could reach 

15% in 12 months. 

Executive, Veterinary Diagnostics 

Company 

I‟m just aware of MWI carrying 

other competitor products, and 

if so, I think it will be a small 

dent, several percentage 

points, up to 5% six months to 

a year from now. If the others 

join in and IDEXX no longer has 

the exclusive agreement, that 

share loss could be more. 

Account Executive  

Reference Laboratory 
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market that. They have an equal program, and they‟re very effective at messaging.” 

 “The IDEXX contracts [usually three to five years] are based on meeting certain quotas. Our experience with 

customers who signed a contract with IDEXX is if they‟re dissatisfied it‟s hard to make switch until that term 

ends. Time will tell if those clients go back to their original vendors.” 

 “Heska only has equipment and some heartworm. Abaxis has reference labs and equipment. Marshfield is just 

reference. We all have certain segments, and IDEXX has them all.” 

 “The more competing products added, prices will go down because IDEXX loses that control. I don‟t see it 

affecting reference pricing.” 

 “MWI now has this contract with Heska to sell hematology and chemistry analyzers that will compete against 

IDEXX. Every instrument company is extremely competitive when a clinic is replacing equipment. And they know 

IDEXX is also being looked at. All companies are equally competitive.” 

 “They‟re a very strong company. A company like mine has one salesperson for a client. IDEXX has four reps: the 

distribution rep, software rep, instrumentation rep and reference lab rep. Their weakness is being that big. A big 

international company is a weakness for some clients. The majority of our clients enjoy having a relationship 

with us that is more personal. We give them our full attention.” 

 “[The top] distributors could gain business. If clients purchase directly from Heska, they could have everything 

from prescriptions to dog food all drop-shipped in one shipment.” 

 

 

4) INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS 
All six sources agreed that IDEXX has an excellent reputation, but they were split on the company‟s level of risk from the FTC 

ruling. Three said IDEXX could lose share but only 2% at the most. The other three said IDEXX will protect its share through 

volume price discounts, product bundling and increased promotions and advertising. 

 

 Veterinary franchise consultant with decades of experience 

IDEXX will lose slight share to Abaxis and Antech during the next two to six months because some practices will consider 

other products. The source also expects some price declines. Still, IDEXX should be able to weather the distributor 

changes through its excellent products and service. 

 “IDEXX is the leader. What they provide is far and above others; they offer superior service and excellent in-

house laboratories and veterinary software. I could always reach a specialist for consultation with one call, and 

did not have to wait four hours for them to call me back to walk me through a difficult case. They have the best 

in-house lab, the best support, and they have put a lot of money in that vehicle. It takes a lot of money to do 

what they‟ve done.” 

 “I have high regard for IDEXX, and I wouldn‟t be too concerned with the 

FTC settlement. It gives IDEXX the opportunity to improve what they 

do.” 

 “I don‟t really see why [securing new testing equipment and services] 

would be an issue. I think competition is a good thing. For IDEXX, to 

have the only train on the track is not healthy. Any time a new vet came 

into the area, you pay better attention to detail and you work to provide 

a better mousetrap.” 

 “It‟s going to take a little lead time for practices to know what is 

available, so maybe the next two to six months IDEXX could lose a 

couple percentage points. … People using IDEXX will continue using 

them. Perhaps new people going into practice won‟t be able to afford 

IDEXX, but this has happening all along. If they go to Heska, it‟s 

because of cost.” 

 “I‟ve used all the distributors. We‟ve had to be careful and are pretty conscientious on price. There shouldn‟t be 

exclusive agreements. … If I can‟t get it, I‟ll go elsewhere.” 

 “I think [the FTC decision] can cause veterinarians to be open to more products. Anytime you have more things 

available, it‟s going to have some effect.” 

 “I think Abaxis and Antech will most benefit.” 

 “I have ill feelings toward Heska. I‟m glad our organization is using IDEXX.” 

It‟s going to take a little lead 

time for practices to know what 

is available, so maybe the next 

two to six months IDEXX could 

lose a couple percentage 

points. … People using IDEXX 

will continue using them. 

Veterinary Franchise Consultant  

Decades of Experience 

https://www.marshfieldlabs.org/reference/
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 “I feel much better about 2013; in my gut [the economy] feels better, and I‟ve talked to about 500 vets in the 

last six weeks about our franchise model.” 

 

 Veterinary publication sales manager 

The market has not responded either way to the FTC changes. IDEXX is still in a market leadership position based on size, 

presence and product line. Each diagnostic manufacturer noticeably increased marketing efforts in 2012. 

 “Having access to competitive products may change distributor rep behavior. Certainly, they will be able to detail 

more options for their clients, but I am not sure that there will be any 

significant shift in market share.” 

 “I have not seen much response in the market. I have no indication 

whether IDEXX might incur any substantial loss.” 

 “The sheer size, presence and ability to bundle products and systems 

will allow IDEXX to maintain a clear leadership position.” 

 “IDEXX has probably already changed their sales model in anticipation 

of the loss of exclusivity. Enhanced bundling and increased promotional 

advertising are useful tactics. For example, they have increased their 

advertising of the SNAP tests in 2012 as a result of new generic 

heartworm products.” 

 “There has been a definite and significant uptick in market presence for 

all the diagnostic manufacturers in 2012. IDEXX, Abaxis and Heska are 

clearly investing in more advertising and expanded presence at 

veterinary conferences.” 

 “Abaxis and, to a slightly lesser degree, Heska are in the best position to take advantage of the expanded 

distribution network with MWI. They have larger product lines and more money to invest in taking the most 

advantage of that opportunity.” 

 “Our publication covered the FTC issue with IDEXX. It was news. I expected some blowback from IDEXX as an 

advertiser, but none came.” 

 

 Veterinarian, educator and blogger 

The new MWI contract should benefit both MWI and IDEXX‟s manufacturer competitors, but the degree to which IDEXX 

will be affected is difficult to forecast. 

 “I suspect the new contract will hurt sales for IDEXX, particularly for standalone tests that don‟t require special 

machinery to run.” 

 “MWI and one or all of the other diagnostic manufacturers will benefit from the new arrangement.” 

 “MWI will likely get the most benefit, but since IDEXX no longer has the MWI audience „held captive‟ … most of 

the other companies are at least competitive with IDEXX and should pick up sales.” 

 

 Professor at a large Midwest university specializing in diagnostics, virology and serology 

IDEXX has always been a leader in its market, largely because of its test quality service and strong R&D, and the source 

believes the company will continue to hold its position. IDEXX also has an excellent reputation among livestock diagnostic 

laboratories. He expects his school to continue to buy IDEXX products unless a much better alternative comes along. 

 “IDEXX will continue to be a strong leader in this market, primarily due to test quality, service and a strong R&D 

program.” 

 “IDEXX has been an industry leader in livestock diagnostic tests for many years. My contacts in their marketing 

and R&D areas have always been very helpful and appear to be highly competent. I believe the company has an 

excellent reputation among livestock diagnostic laboratories, but I have little contact with them in companion 

animal or POC testing areas.” 

 “As a state veterinary diagnostic lab, we view the quality of many of [IDEXX‟s] livestock diagnostic tests as a 

major strength. The volume price discounts received are reasonable. I am not particularly familiar with other 

aspects of their services.” 

 “Distributor relationships will not affect our decisions. We will likely continue to buy the IDEXX products unless 

substantially better alternatives become available.” 

There has been a definite and 

significant uptick in market 

presence for all the diagnostic 

manufacturers in 2012. IDEXX, 

Abaxis and Heska are clearly 

investing in more advertising 

and expanded presence at 

veterinary conferences. 

Veterinary Publication Sales Manager 
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 “We purchase a low volume of several small-animal test kits from IDEXX as we do limited testing in this area. 

The majority of our focus is on livestock, and we purchase large numbers of these diagnostic test kits from 

IDEXX and several other suppliers.” 

 

 Veterinarian and assistant dean of diagnostic operations 

This source‟s diagnostics lab does not buy IDEXX POC equipment but does purchase IDEXX test kits. Also, IDEXX sends 

testing to the university‟s lab to perform. IDEXX has good vision and R&D, but is too aggressive. Its market share could be 

at risk because of the FTC ruling, but the source expects his department to continue buying the company‟s kits. 

 “It certainly would seem that IDEXX‟s 70% market share will be at risk.” 

 “We do not buy IDEXX POC equipment, but we do buy a few of their test kits. They also are a client of ours in that 

they send quite a bit of testing from their lab system to our lab to perform. I am not at all familiar with the FTC 

case or ruling.” 

 “We do purchase some of [IDEXX‟s] ELISA kits for livestock or poultry testing.” 

 “IDEXX‟s strengths include vision, good research and development. Its weaknesses are that it is aggressive.” 

 “Despite the distributorship change, we will likely still buy the test kits.” 

 

 Veterinary diagnostician and university professor in Nebraska 

The source‟s facility does not perform POC testing but does use reagents and kits from several suppliers, including IDEXX. 

IDEXX has good, but expensive, products. He said IDEXX‟s bundling can actually increase certain products‟ pricing. 

 “We will likely always use some IDEXX products but are always looking for best technologies and best pricing to 

serve our customers.” 

 “[IDEXX is] aggressive and dominant in the ELISA test-kit market. [It has] good quality products and accurate 

kits. Sometimes pricing limits volume of use. [I am] a bit disappointed in [its] discontinuing of some antigen 

ELISA kits that they sold in low volume.” 

 “We do not use Abaxis or IDEXX for lab work, and VCA contractually cannot use our lab, as I understand it. Those 

types of anticompetitive arrangements between providers and labs were addressed in human medicine years 

ago, and it surprises me that they have existed in veterinary medicine.” 

 “My understanding was that some IDEXX practice[s] had a negative impact on animal owners [by] raising costs 

on items that had competition, by [tying] those services to a package that was offered for POC testing. Thus, 

items did not always reflect the true costs. Certainly, this happens in many other areas of private practice.” 

 

 

Secondary Sources 

Blueshift‟s view of secondary sources revealed that the American Animal Hospital Association (AAHA) will offer IDEXX products 

to association members at a reduced rate. MWI started off this year with the acquisition of Prescription Containers Inc., which 

that distributes veterinary products to more than 2,000 Northeastern veterinary practices. IDEXX has made several 

announcements, including the retirement of its CFO and the subsequent search for a replacement. The company also has 

purchased two radiology groups and a software company and has launched a next-gen hematology analyzer. 

 

 Feb. 1 American Animal Hospital Association article 

The AAHA will offer the IDEXX Cornerstone Practice Management System and IDEXX Pet Health Network Pro to its 

members at a reduced rate. These tools connect hospitals to clients, which are offered at a discount to AAHA members. 

 “AAHA has combined forces with IDEXX in a new preferred business provider agreement to offer the IDEXX 

Cornerstone Practice Management System and IDEXX Pet Health Network Pro client communication service, 

which together form the first fully integrated Client and Practice Management System. The client-centric 

approach recognizes the important bond between the hospital and their clients, the pet owners, as a critical 

element of providing the best care to pets.” 

 “As part of this new collaboration, IDEXX is offering AAHA members exclusive, money-saving discounts on 

Cornerstone (software, hardware, installation, and training), that could save you thousands of dollars. They are 

also offering special member-only incentives on Pet Health Network Pro, including a free two-month subscription 

and your first 100 Pet Health Network Pro cards for free (a $450 value).” 

 

http://www.aahanet.org/blog/post/017175/AAHA-and-IDEXX-Laboratories-join-forces.aspx
http://www.idexx.com/view/xhtml/en_us/smallanimal/practice-management/client-experience/pet-health-network-pro.jsf?SSOTOKEN=0
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 Jan. 2 American Animal Hospital Association article 

MWI has announced the acquisition of Prescription Containers Inc. for $17 million. PCI distributes products to more than 

2,000 Northeastern veterinary practices. 

 “MWI Veterinary Supply Inc. announced on Jan. 1 that it had acquired the assets of Prescription Containers Inc. 

(PCI Animal Health) for about $17 million.” 

 “New Jersey-based PCI Animal Health, which distributes companion animal health products mainly in the 

Northeastern United States, brought in approximately $33 million in revenue during 2012, according to an MWI 

news release. The company supplies products including vaccines, pharmaceuticals, and supplements to more 

than 2,000 veterinary practices.” 

 

 Jan. 23 Zenopa article 

Long-time IDEXX CFO Merilee Raines will step down following the company‟s annual stockholder meeting in May 2013. 

The company also announced the acquisition of two veterinary radiology groups, Shadowsmiths Teleradiology and 

VetRadiologist. 

 “Idexx Laboratories is on the lookout for a new chief financial officer (CFO) after announcing the imminent 

retirement of current CFO and executive vice-president Merilee Raines.” 

 “This week, the company also announced the acquisition of two veterinary radiology reading groups, 

Shadowsmiths Teleradiology and VetRadiologist.” 

 

 Jan. 14 Zenopa article 

IDEXX has launched a next-get hematology analyzer that is compatible with the company‟s other lab management and 

diagnostic tools. This comes on the heels of IDEXX‟s December purchase of Sneakers Software, the maker of DVMax 

veterinary practice management software. 

 “Idexx Laboratories has announced the launch of the next-generation version of its LaserCyte haematology 

analyzer, dubbed the LaserCyte Dx.” 

 “The device is fully compatible with the Idexx VetLab Station and the web-based diagnostics results analysis 

system VetConnect Plus, making it a valuable addition to the Idexx haematology portfolio.” 

 “This comes after the firm announced the acquisition of New York-based veterinary practice management 

software developer Sneakers Software last month.” 

 

 

 

Additional research by Pam Conboy, Cheryl Meyer and Linda Richards 
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